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(54) Internal combustion engine with flame arrestor

(57) It is desired to provide a homogeneous mixture
of gaseous fuel and air to cylinders (16A to 16D, 26A to
26D) of an internal combustion engine (1) with respect
to a uniform swirl. The gaseous fuel internal combustion
engine (1) disclosed herein may comprise a first flame
arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) associated with
a cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D) and configured to

impart a first swirl into the mixture of gaseous fuel and
air passing therethrough, and a second flame arrestor
(110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) associated with a second
cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D) and configured to im-
part a second swirl into the mixture of gaseous fuel and
air passing therethrough, wherein the first swirl is smaller
than the second swirl.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to an
internal combustion engine comprising at least one flame
arrestor configured to quench a flame originating from at
least one cylinder of the internal combustion engine and
to impart a swirl into a mixture of gaseous fuel and air to
be combusted within the at least one cylinder.

Background

[0002] Flashback within an internal combustion engine
may be a catastrophic event. A flashback occurs when
a flame within a combustion chamber of the internal com-
bustion engine moves upstream from the combustion
chamber towards the fuel source such as an intake man-
ifold providing a mixture of gaseous fuels and air to the
combustion chamber. In such a case, the heat of the
combustion within the flame and the increase in pressure
caused by the flame front have the potential to damage
any structures within the mixing region for mixing fuel
and air.
[0003] It is common to use flame arrestors (sometimes
called flashback arrestors) comprising close coupled,
non-aligned, multi-channel flame arrestor elements to
quench a flame as it flashes back. In this regard, it is
further known to additionally use a flame arrestor com-
prising at least one flame arrestor element for adding a
swirl velocity component to the conventional flashback
arrestor for creating an integral swirler flashback arrestor
known from, for example, US 6 179 608 B1. Therein, a
swirling flashback arrestor that will quench a flame front
during a flashback event in a gas turbine while simulta-
neously providing a mixing function during normal oper-
ations is disclosed. It is further disclosed that the down-
stream flame arrestor element acts as a mixer while the
combination of the upstream flame arrestor element and
the downstream flame arrestor element acts as the flame
arrestor.
[0004] The present disclosure is directed, at least in
part, to improving or overcoming one or more aspects of
prior systems.

Summary of the Disclosure

[0005] According to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure, an internal combustion engine comprises an intake
manifold defining a flow direction of a mixture of gaseous
fuel and air, at least one first cylinder fluidly connected
to the intake manifold via a first branch passage at a first
position, and at least one second cylinder fluidly connect-
ed to the intake manifold via a second branch passage
at a second position being downstream of the first posi-
tion with respect to the flow direction within intake man-
ifold. A first flame arrestor is arranged at the first branch
passage and configured to impart a first swirl into the

mixture of gaseous fuel and air passing therethrough into
the at least one first cylinder, and a second flame arrestor
is arranged at the second branch passage and config-
ured to impart a second swirl into the mixture of gaseous
fuel and air passing therethrough into the at least one
second cylinder, wherein the first swirl is smaller than the
second swirl.
[0006] According to another aspect of the present dis-
closure, a method for operating an internal combustion
engine comprising at least one first cylinder fluidly con-
nected to an intake manifold via a first branch passage
at a first position, and at least one second cylinder fluidly
connected to the intake manifold via a second branch
passage at a second position being downstream of the
first position is disclosed. The method comprises impart-
ing a first swirl into a mixture of gaseous fuel and air at
the first position, supplying the mixture of gaseous fuel
and air including the first swirl into the at least one first
cylinder, imparting a second swirl into the mixture of gas-
eous fuel and air at the second position, and supplying
the mixture of gaseous fuel and air including the second
swirl into the at least one second cylinder, wherein the
first swirl is smaller than the second swirl.
[0007] According to another aspect of the present dis-
closure, a flame arrestor comprises a housing defining a
main passage having a longitudinal axis, a first flame
arrestor element disposed within the housing and having
flow channels arranged at a first angle with respect to
the longitudinal axis, and a second flame arrestor ele-
ment disposed within the housing in series with the first
flame arrestor element and having flow channels ar-
ranged at a second angle with respect to the longitudinal
axis. The housing further includes a first mark configured
to indicate the first angle, and a second mark configured
to indicate a mounting direction of the flame arrestor with
respect to its use in an internal combustion engine.
[0008] In some exemplary embodiments, the first
flame arrestor including a longitudinal axis may comprise
a first flame arrestor element having flow channels ar-
ranged at a first angle with respect to the longitudinal axis
of the first flame arrestor, and the second flame arrestor
including a longitudinal axis may comprise a first flame
arrestor element having flow channels arranged at a first
angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of the second
flame arrestor. In such exemplary embodiment the first
angle of the flow channels of the first flame arrestor ele-
ment of the first flame arrestor may be smaller than the
first angle of the flow channels of the first flame arrestor
element of the second flame arrestor.
[0009] In some exemplary embodiments, the first
flame arrestor may further comprise a second flame ar-
restor element disposed upstream of the first flame ar-
restor element of the first flame arrestor, wherein the sec-
ond flame arrestor element of the first flame arrestor may
comprise flow channels arranged at a second angle with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the first flame arrestor,
and wherein the second angle of the flow channels of the
second flame arrestor element of the first flame arrestor
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may have an opposite sign than the first angle of the flow
channels of the first flame arrestor element of the first
flame arrestor. Furthermore, the second flame arrestor
may further comprise a second flame arrestor element
disposed upstream of the first flame arrestor element of
the second flame arrestor, wherein the second flame ar-
restor element of the second flame arrestor may com-
prise flow channels arranged at a second angle with re-
spect to the longitudinal axis of the second flame arrestor,
and wherein the second angle of the flow channels of the
second flame arrestor element of the second flame ar-
restor may have an opposite sign than the first angle of
the flow channels of the first flame arrestor element of
the second flame arrestor.
[0010] In some exemplary embodiments, the first an-
gle may have the same magnitude than the second angle.
[0011] In some exemplary embodiments, the first an-
gle may have a magnitude in the range from about 0° to
40°, preferably from about 10° to 30 °. In some embodi-
ment, the magnitude of the first angle depends on the
application and the environment in which the first flame
arrestor is used, especially from a swirl imparted by the
inlet valve.
[0012] In some exemplary embodiments, the internal
combustion engine may comprise a gas mixer being con-
figured to mix gaseous fuel and air, and to supply the
mixture of gaseous fuel and air into the intake manifold
downstream of the first position.
[0013] In some exemplary embodiments, a third swirl
may be imparted by the shape and geometry of the
branch passages downstream of the flame arrestors. In
such exemplary embodiments, the first swirl and the sec-
ond swirl may have the same swirl direction as the third
swirl.
[0014] In some exemplary embodiments, the first
flame arrestor may be further configured to quench a
flame originating from the at least one first cylinder, and
the second flame arrestor may be further configured to
quench a flame originating from the at least one second
cylinder.
[0015] In some exemplary embodiments, the method
may further comprise imparting a third swirl into the mix-
ture of gaseous fuel and air after imparting the first swirl
and the second swirl, wherein the first swirl and the sec-
ond swirl may comprise the same swirl direction as the
third swirl.
[0016] According to the present disclosure, a swirl (al-
so called twist) should be understood as the radial ve-
locity of a fluid flow, such as the combustion mixture flow.
It should also be noted that the combustion mixture flow
may comprise an axial velocity and a radial velocity both
forming a fluid flow having a swirl. As disclosed herein,
a small swirl may comprise a small radial velocity, where-
as a great swirl may comprise a great radial velocity.
Therefore, a small swirl may comprise a slow radial
speed, whereas a great swirl may comprise a fast radial
speed.
[0017] In some exemplary embodiments, the swirl may

also relate to the rotation of the fluid within the combustion
engine, also in the case that the fluid flow does not com-
prise an axial velocity, for example, at the top dead center
of the bottom dead center of the piston.
[0018] Other features and aspects of this disclosure
will be apparent from the following description and the
accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019]

Fig. 1 is a schematic top view of an exemplary V-
type gaseous fuel internal combustion engine com-
prising flame arrestors for each of the cylinders;
Fig. 2 is a side cut view of a flame arrestor including
two grills having spatially arranged flow channels;
and
Fig. 3 is a partial cut view of the flame arrestor along
a line A - A of Fig. 2.

Detailed Description

[0020] The following is the detailed description of ex-
emplary embodiments of the present disclosure. The ex-
emplary embodiments described herein are intended to
teach the principles of the present disclosure, enabling
those of ordinary skill in the art to implement and use the
present disclosure in many different environments and
for many different applications. Therefore, the exemplary
embodiments are not intended to be, and should not be
considered as a limiting description of the scope of patent
protection. Rather, the scope of patent protection shall
be defined by the appended claims.
[0021] The present disclosure may be based in part on
the realization that arranging flame arrestors having flow
channels being inclined at different angles for each of
the cylinders may lead to impartation of different swirls
into the mixture of gaseous fuel and air supplied to each
cylinder for combusting. The mixture of gaseous fuel and
air supplied to the combustion chambers comprise dif-
ferent main swirls, which may be caused by, for example,
the shape and geometry of branch passages connected
to the combustion chambers. It is, therefore, desired to
increase the main swirl by arranging flame arrestor at
different position at the intake manifold, such that the
flame arrestors also impart different swirls into the mix-
ture of gaseous fuel and air. Thus, the mixture of gaseous
fuel and air within each cylinder may comprise uniformly
swirls and, thus, a better combustion within the cylinders
may be achieved. A better combustion may be defined
by a homogeneous combustion mixture, a higher kinetic
energy of the combustion mixture, uniform temperature
distribution within the cylinders, a reduced knocking ten-
dency, and an accelerated combustion.
[0022] The present disclosure may be further based in
part on the realization that using an exemplary disclosed
flame arrestor having at least two flame arrestor elements
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comprising different flow channels with different inclina-
tions may support in imparting a desired swirl into the
mixture of gaseous fuel and air supplied to each cylinder.
Furthermore, an exemplary disclosed flame arrestor may
provide an additional mixing of the mixture of gaseous
fuel and air and, thus, to the above-mentioned better
combustion within the cylinders.
[0023] The present disclosure may be further based in
part on the realization that the downstream flame arrestor
element of the flame arrestor, especially the inclination
of the flow channels of the downstream flame arrestor
element may be proportional to the swirl imparted into
the mixture of gaseous fuel and air. Therefore, dependent
on the application, providing a flame arrestor element
having flow channels with a small inclination may lead to
a small impartation of a swirl into the mixture of gaseous
fuel and air, whereas a flame arrestor element having
flow channels with a greater inclination may lead to a
greater impartation of a swirl into the mixture of gaseous
fuel and air.
[0024] Referring now to the drawings, an exemplary
embodiment of an internal combustion engine 1 is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The internal combustion engine 1 may
include features not shown, such as fuel systems, air
systems, cooling systems, peripheries, drivetrain com-
ponents etc. For the purposes of the present disclosure,
the internal combustion engine 1 is considered a V-type
gaseous fuel internal combustion engine. One skilled in
the art will recognize, however, that the gaseous fuel in-
ternal combustion engine 1 may be any type of engine
(turbine, gas, diesel, natural gas, propane, duel fuel, etc.)
that would utilize a flame arrestor. Furthermore, the gas-
eous fuel internal combustion engine 1 may be of any
size, with any number of cylinders and in any configura-
tion ("V-in-line-radial). The internal combustion engine 1
may be used to power any machine or other device in-
cluding locomotive applications, on-highway trucks or ve-
hicles, off-highway machines, earth-moving equipment,
generators, aerospace applications, marine applica-
tions, pumps, stationary equipment, or other engine-
powered applications.
[0025] Exemplary embodiments of a flame arrestor for
an internal combustion engine are described in the fol-
lowing with reference to the drawings.
[0026] With respect to Fig. 1, the internal combustion
engine 1, such as a V-type-cylinder gaseous fuel engine
comprises an engine block including a first cylinder bank
10 and a second cylinder bank 20, at least one fuel tank
(not shown), a first turbocharger 30 associated with the
first cylinder bank 10, a second turbocharger 40 associ-
ated with the second cylinder bank 20, and an air system.
The engine block includes a crankcase within which a
crankshaft 6 may be supported. The crankshaft 6 is in-
dicated with a dotdashed line in Fig. 1. The crankshaft 6
is connected to pistons (not shown) that are movable
within respective cylinders 16A to 16D of the first cylinder
bank 10, and within respective cylinders 26A to 26D of
the second cylinder bank 20 during operation of the gas-

eous fuel internal combustion engine 1.
[0027] A first intake manifold 12 is fluidly connected to
each of the cylinders 16A to 16D of the first cylinder bank
10 via respective first branch passages 15A to 15D at
different positions P1 to P4. Each of the cylinders 16A to
16D is provided with at least one inlet valve (not shown)
that may be adapted to open or close the fluid connection
between the first intake manifold 12 and a working cham-
ber of the respective cylinders 16A to 16D.
[0028] A second intake manifold 22 is fluidly connected
to each of the cylinders 26A to 26D of the second cylinder
bank 20 via respective second branch passages 25A to
25D at different positions P1 to P4. Each of the cylinders
26A to 26D is provided with at least one inlet valve (not
shown) that may be adapted to open or close the fluid
connection between the second intake manifold 22 and
a working chamber of the respective cylinders 26A to
26D.
[0029] The first branch passages 15A, 25A are fluidly
connected to the first and second intake manifolds 12,
22 at a first position P1, respectively. The second branch
passages 15B, 25B are fluidly connected to the first and
second intake manifolds 12, 22 at a second position P2,
respectively. The third branch passages 15C, 25C are
fluidly connected to the first and second intake manifolds
12, 22 at a third position P3, respectively. The fourth
branch passages 15D, 25D are fluidly connected to the
first and second intake manifolds 12, 22 at a fourth po-
sition P4, respectively.
[0030] A first exhaust manifold 14 is provided, which
is connected to each of the cylinders 16A to 16D of the
first cylinder bank 10. Each of the cylinders 16A to 16D
is provided with at least one exhaust valve (not shown)
configured to open or close the fluid connection between
the working chambers of the respective cylinders 16A to
16D and the first exhaust manifold 14.
[0031] A second exhaust manifold 24 is provided,
which is connected to each of the cylinders 26A to 26D
of the second cylinder bank 20. Each of the cylinders 26A
to 26D may be provided with at least one exhaust valve
(not shown), configured to open and close the fluid con-
nection between the working chambers of the respective
cylinders 26A to 26D and the second exhaust manifold
24.
[0032] As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, the first
and second intake manifolds 12, 22 are arranged within
an inner portion 8 of the gaseous fuel internal combustion
engine 1. The inner portion 8 may be a portion between
the first cylinder bank 10 and the second cylinder bank
20 being disposed at an angle with respect to the first
cylinder bank 10, thereby forming the typical V-shape.
However, in some exemplary embodiments, the person
skilled in the art will recognize that also the first and sec-
ond exhaust manifolds 14, 24 may be arranged within
the inner portion 8. In such exemplary embodiments, the
first and second intake manifolds 12, 22 may be disposed
at the outside of the inner portion 8.
[0033] As further illustrated in Fig. 1, each of the cyl-
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inders 16A to 16D of the first cylinder bank are provided
with at least one flame arrestor 110A to 110D, and each
of the cylinders 26A to 26D are provided with at least one
flame arrestor 120A to 120D. The flame arrestors 110A
to 110D, 120A to 120D are arranged at the first and sec-
ond branch passages 15A to 15D, 25A to 25D between
the respective first and second intake manifolds 12, 22
and the respective cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D.
Each of the flame arrestors 110A to 110D, 120A to 120D
is configured to quench any flames originating from the
combustion chambers of each of the cylinders 16A to
16D, 26A to 26D, thereby preventing a flashback event.
[0034] For example, in the case of a combustion oc-
curring too early, a flame may flash back into the first
and/or second intake manifolds 12, 22. In such a case,
the flame arrestors 110A to 110D, 120A to 120D quench
the flame and, therefore, prevent the gaseous fuel inter-
nal combustion engine 1 from any further damage
caused by the flame flashing back into the first and/or
second intake manifolds 12, 22.
[0035] Generally, when the gaseous fuel internal com-
bustion engine 1 is operated, a mixture of gaseous fuel
and air (in the following referred to as "combustion mix-
ture") is introduced into each of the cylinders 16A to 16D
of the first cylinder bank 10 via the first intake manifold
12 through the flame arrestors 110A to 110D, and into
each of the cylinders 26A to 26D of the second cylinder
bank 20 via the second intake manifold through the flame
arrestors 120A to 120B. After combustion, exhaust gases
generated by the combustion process are released from
the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D through the first
and second exhaust manifolds 14, 24, respectively.
[0036] The first and second turbochargers 30, 40 are
applied to use the heat and pressure of the exhaust gas
of the gaseous fuel of the internal combustion engine 1
to drive corresponding compressors 34, 44 for compress-
ing the combustion mixture prior to be combusted. Spe-
cifically, the exhaust gas passing the turbines 32, 42 of
the turbochargers 30, 40 rotate the turbines 32, 42, there-
by decreasing in pressure and temperature. The com-
pressors 34, 44 of the turbochargers 30, 40 are rotatable
connected via common shafts 36, 46 with the turbines
32, 42 and are driven by the turbines 32, 42.
[0037] For generating the combustion mixture, a first
gas mixer 50 is configured to suck in air through a first
main air inlet 2 and gaseous fuel through a first fuel inlet
52. Within the gas mixer 50, the air mixes with the gas-
eous fuel and, subsequently, the combustion mixture is
supplied to the first compressor 34.
[0038] Similarly, a second mixer 60 is configured to
suck in air through a second main air inlet 4 and gaseous
fuel through a second fuel inlet 62. Within the gas mixer
60, the air mixes with the gaseous fuel and, subsequently,
the combustion mixture is supplied to the second com-
pressor 44.
[0039] Generally, an outlet of the first compressor 34
is fluidly connected via a first compressor connection 11
with an inlet of the first intake manifold 12. As shown in

Fig. 1, the outlet of the first compressor 34 is connected
via a first cooler 13 to an inlet of the first intake manifold
12 being configured to distribute the combustion mixture
to the cylinders 16A to 16D of the first cylinder bank 10.
[0040] Similarly, an outlet of the second compressor
44 is fluidly connected via a second compressor connec-
tion 21 with an inlet of the second intake manifold 22. As
shown in Fig. 1, the outlet of the second compressor 44
is connected via a second cooler 23 to an inlet of the
second intake manifold 22 being configured to distribute
the combustion mixture to the cylinders 26A to 26D of
the second cylinder bank 20.
[0041] A first throttle valve 17 arranged downstream
of the first cooler 13 is configured to open or close the
fluid connection between the first compressor connection
11 and the first intake manifold 12, thereby enabling or
restricting the combustion mixture flow from the first com-
pressor connection 11 to the first intake manifold 22.
[0042] A second throttle valve 27 arranged down-
stream of the second cooler 23 is configured to open or
close the fluid connection between the second compres-
sor connection 21 and the second intake manifold 22,
thereby enabling or restricting the combustion mixture
flow from the second compressor connection 21 into the
second intake manifold 22.
[0043] Thus, the combustion mixture provided for the
combustion process may be compressed prior to intro-
duction into the engine cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D
using the first and second turbochargers 30, 40.
[0044] During operation of the internal combustion en-
gine 1, the combustion mixture is compressed and cooled
before charging of the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D.
Within the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D, further com-
pression and, therefore, heating of the combustion mix-
ture may be caused by the movement of the pistons.
Then, a spark plug generates a spark for igniting the com-
bustion mixture within the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to
26D. Then, the produced exhaust gases are discharged
via the first and second exhaust manifolds 14, 24, re-
spectively.
[0045] An outlet of the first exhaust manifold 14 is fluidly
connected to an inlet of the first turbine 32 via a first tur-
bine connection 18. An outlet of the turbine 32 may be
fluidly connected to, for example, an exhaust gas treat-
ment system (not shown) via an exhaust gas connection
90. In some exemplary embodiments, the exhaust gas
may be directly released into the environment after pass-
ing the first turbine 32.
[0046] An outlet of the second exhaust manifold 24 is
fluidly connected to an inlet of the second turbine 42 via
a second turbine connection 28. An outlet of the turbine
42 may be fluidly connected to, for example, the exhaust
gas treatment gas system (not shown) or, in some ex-
emplary embodiments, directly into the environment via
the exhaust gas connection 90.
[0047] The above-described cycle may be repeated
continuously as long as the internal combustion engine
1 continues to run.
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[0048] In some exemplary embodiments, as indicated
in Fig. 1, the gaseous fuel internal combustion engine 1
may be provided with a first wastegate system compris-
ing a wastegate connection 70 and a wastegate valve
72, and a second wastgate system including a second
wastgate connection 80 and a second wastegate valve
82. Additionally, the gaseous fuel internal combustion
engine 1 may include a first blow-off system including a
first blow-off connection 56 and a second blow-off valve,
and a second blow-off system including a second blow-
off connection 66 and a second blow-off valve 64.
[0049] Turning now to Fig. 2, an exemplary embodi-
ment of a flame arrestor 110 of the present disclosure is
illustrated. The person skilled in the art will recognize that
the exemplary flame arrestor 110 of Fig. 2 may demon-
strate the principle of the flame arrestors 110A to 110D,
120A to 120D of the gaseous fuel internal combustion
engine 1 of Fig. 1. Therefore, the general exemplary dis-
closed construction of the flame arrestor 110 of Fig. 2
also applies to the flame arrestors 110A to 110D, 120A
to 120D.
[0050] Generally, the exemplary disclosed flame arre-
stor 110 comprises a housing 112 defining a main pas-
sage 114 through which the combustion mixture passes
prior to be supplied to an associated cylinder. The main
passage 114 may define a longitudinal axis 118 being
substantially parallel to a flow direction of the combustion
mixture, which is indicated by an arrow E.
[0051] The flame arrestor 110 comprises a first flame
arrestor element 130 and a second flame arrestor ele-
ment 140. The person skilled in the art will recognize that
the flame arrestor 110 may also comprise only one flame
arrestor element 130, or more than two flame arrestor
elements.
[0052] The first flame arrestor element 130 and a sec-
ond flame arrestor element 140 are disposed within the
main passage 114. Specifically, the first flame arrestor
element 130 is disposed downstream of the second flame
arrestor element 140 with respect to the flow direction E
of the combustion mixture. As indicated in Fig. 2, the first
and second flame arrestor elements 130, 140 are coax-
ially arranged with respect to the longitudinal axis 118.
[0053] A fixing bolt 116 is configured to attach the first
and second flame arrestor elements 130, 140 to the hous-
ing 112. The first and second flame arrestor elements
130, 140 as well as the housing 112 are coaxially ar-
ranged with respect to the longitudinal axis 118. The
housing 112 may further include two flanges 119a, 119b
for mounting the flame arrestor to a cylinder head of the
gaseous fuel internal combustion engine 1. Particularly,
the exemplary disclosed flame arrestors 110A to 110D,
120A to 120D may be disposed within the cylinder head
and between the intake manifold and the associated cyl-
inder.
[0054] The first flame arrestor element 130 is axially
spaced apart from the second flame arrestor element
140 via a bushing 190. However, the person skilled in
the art will recognize that the first flame arrestor element

130 may also directly abut the second flame arrestor el-
ement 140, thereby rendering a bushing 190 unneces-
sary.
[0055] The first flame arrestor element 130 includes
flow channels 132 being defined by a strip 134. The flow
channels 132 of the first flame arrestor element 130 are
inclined at a first angle α with respect to the longitudinal
axis 118.
[0056] The second flame arrestor element 140 also in-
cludes flow channels 142 being defined by a strip 144.
The flow channels 142 of the second flame arrestor ele-
ment 140 are inclined at a second angle β with respect
to the longitudinal axis 118.
[0057] In some exemplary embodiments, the first an-
gle α and the second angle β comprise the same mag-
nitudes but different signs. For example, as shown in Fig.
2, the first angle α comprises a value of -20°, whereas
the second angle β comprises a value of about 20°. How-
ever, in yet some exemplary embodiments, the first angle
α may comprise a value of about -20°, whereas the sec-
ond angle β may comprise a value of about -20°. In each
exemplary embodiment, the signs of the first angle α and
the second angle β shall be opposite.
[0058] Furthermore, in some exemplary embodi-
ments, the magnitude of the fist and second angles α, β
may not be identical. In such embodiments, for instance,
the first angle α may comprise a value of, for example,
about 30°, whereas the second angle β may comprise a
value of, for example, about -20°. It should be noted that
the first and second angles α, β may still include different
signs. In yet some exemplary embodiment, the magni-
tude of the first angle α may be greater than the magni-
tude of the second angle β.
[0059] In some other exemplary embodiments, the
second angle β may be 0°, such that the second flame
arrestor element 140 does not impart any swirl into the
fluid flow. In such embodiments, the second flame arre-
stor element 140 may be configured to align the fluid flow
and, thus, to eliminate the swirl already contained in the
fluid flow.
[0060] As also shown in Fig. 2, the flame arrestor 110
may comprise a first mark 180 and a second mark 182,
particularly disposed at the housing, such that both the
first mark 180 and the second mark 182 are visible. The
first mark 180 may be configured to indicate the down-
stream side of the flame arrestor 110, which means that
the first mark 180 may indicate the side of the flame ar-
restor 110 where the first flame arrestor element 130 is
disposed. For example, when mounting the flame arre-
stor 110 into, for instance, the branch passage 15A of
the internal combustion engine 1 of Fig. 1, a worker for
mounting the flame arrestor 110 into the gaseous fuel
internal combustion engine 1 may be guided by the first
mark 180 which indicates that the side where the first
mark 180 is disposed may face the associated cylinder.
The first mark may be any sign indicating the direction
to face the cylinder, such as an arrow, a line, or any other
object to give the direction. In some exemplary embodi-
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ments, the first mark 180 may be constituted by a specific
shape of the housing, which indicates the mounting di-
rection of the flame arrestor 110 with respect to the cyl-
inder.
[0061] The second mark 182 may be configured to in-
dicate the first angle α of the first flame arrestor element
130. The second mark 182 may be, for example, the val-
ue of the first angle α written onto the housing. In some
exemplary embodiments, the second mark 182 may be
recognized by a specific shape of, for instance, the hous-
ing 112, such that the shape can indicate the first angle α.
[0062] Thus, if a desired swirl may be generated by a
specific first angle α, the worker configured to mount the
flame arrestor 110 may select the respective flame arre-
stor 110 in dependency of the second mark 182, such
that the right flame arrestor 110 comprising the desired
first angle α is installed into the internal combustion en-
gine 1.
[0063] Referring to Fig. 3, a partial cut view of the first
flame arrestor element 130 along a line A - A of Fig. 2 is
illustrated. However, the exemplary construction of the
first flame arrestor element 130 described with respect
to Fig. 3 may also apply to the construction of the second
flame arrestor element 140. In some exemplary embod-
iments, the first flame arrestor element 130 may comprise
an identical construction as the second flame arrestor
element 140, especially with identical first and second
angles α, β. In such exemplary embodiments, the second
flame arrestor element 140 may be mounted to the hous-
ing 112, such that the second angle β is opposite to the
first angle α, which means that the second angle β has
the opposite sign as the first angle α.
[0064] The first flame arrestor element 130 consists of
the strip 134 having a smooth surface and a corrugated
strip 131 wound tightly together, thereby forming a circu-
lar element with a variable diameter. In some exemplary
embodiments, the first flame arrestor element 130 may
comprise an oval shape, a rectangular shape, a triangular
shape, or any other shape appropriate for forming a flame
arrestor.
[0065] For example, KITO GmbH Braunschweig, Ger-
many, sells exemplary flame arrestors under the name
KITO flame arrestors that are manufactured having a
smooth strip and a corrugated strip tightly wound together
as mentioned above and shown in Fig. 3.
[0066] It is known that the gap width used in a specific
flame arrester is related to a maximum experimental safe
gap (MESG) of the gas mixture, but not equal to it. The
MESG is defined as the maximum clearance between
two parallel metal surfaces, under specified test condi-
tions, to prevent an explosion in a test chamber from
being propagated to a secondary chamber containing
the same gas or vapor at the same concentration.
[0067] The smooth strip 134 may comprise a thickness
a in a range from, for example, about 0.10 to 0.20 mm.
By tightly winding the smooth strip 124 and the corrugat-
ed strip 131 together, the flow channels 132 may be
formed. As a result of the corrugated strip 131, the flow

channels 132 comprise a triangular cross-section,
whereas a width b of the flow channels 132 are defined
by the height of the corrugation of the corrugated strip
131. The width b of the flow channels 132 may be in a
range from, for instance, about 0.20 to 0.90 mm. The
width b may also be referred to as a mean diameter of
the flow channels 132.
[0068] With the exemplary disclosed flame arrestor
110, it is possible to quench a flame originating the as-
sociated cylinder. In particular, the flow channels 132,
142 of the first and second flame arrestor elements 130,
140, respectively, are oppositely inclined to each other,
thereby providing a kind of a barrier for the flame, which
can act as a labyrinth seal. Furthermore, according to
the smooth strip 134 and the corrugated strip 131 wound
tightly together, the provided surface of the first and sec-
ond flame arrestor elements 130, 140 can be enhanced,
which may lead to a better cooling of the flame, resulting
in quenching the same.
[0069] Additionally, by providing the exemplary dis-
closed flame arrestor 110 including the first and second
flame arrestor elements 130, 140 having flow channels
132, 142 inclined with opposite angles to each other, it
is possible to impart a desired swirl into the combustion
mixture passing through the flame arrestor 110. Specif-
ically, the desired imparted swirl may depend on the fol-
lowing parameters: the width b, the first and second an-
gles α, β, the winding direction of the smooth strip and
the corrugated strip resulting in a left swirl or right swirl,
respectively, and the number of flame arrestor elements
mounted to the housing of the flame arrestor
[0070] It should be noted that the winding direction of
the smooth strip 134 and the corrugated strip 131 directly
affects the impartation of a swirl. For example, in the case
of a right winding direction of the strips 134, 131, the
imparted swirl may be a right swirl, as the winding direc-
tion directly affects the first angle α. To the contrary, in
the case of a left winding direction of the strips 134, 131,
the imparted swirl may be a left swirl.
[0071] In yet some embodiments, a left winding direc-
tion may result in a right swirls, whereas a right winding
direction may result in a left swirl. The relationship be-
tween the winding direction and the imparted swirl direc-
tion may depend on the manufacturer of the flame arre-
stor.
[0072] In some embodiments, the relationship be-
tween the winding direction and the imparted swirl direc-
tion may affect the sign of the first and second angles α,
β with respect to the longitudinal axis 118.
[0073] As already mentioned above, for having an ideal
operation of the gaseous fuel internal combustion engine
1, it is desired to have a homogenous combustion mixture
within each of the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D. A
person skilled in the art will recognize, that the shape and
geometry of the branch passages 15A to 15D, 25A to
25D may impart a third swirl into the combustion mixture
after imparting the first and second swirls.
[0074] According to the present disclosure, the result-
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ing swirl generated by the herein disclosed flame arrestor
110 caused by the first flame arrestor element 130 facing
an associated cylinder. Particularly, the first angle α of
the first flame arrestor element 130 is configured to set
the desired swirl to be imparted into the combustion mix-
ture. Therefore, the second flame arrestor element 140
disposed upstream of the first flame arrestor element 130
may be configured to merely support in quenching a
flame flashing back out of the associated cylinder.
[0075] In some exemplary embodiments, the second
flame arrestor element 140 may generate a swirl, which
may, however, be "turned" in its direction by the first flame
arrestor element 130. In this regard, the most down-
stream flame arrestor element may be configured to set
the final swirl for the combustion mixture injected into the
associated cylinder.

Industrial Applicability

[0076] In the following, usage of the exemplary dis-
closed flame arrestor 110 and operation of the gaseous
fuel internal combustion engine 1 is described with ref-
erence to Figs. 1 to 3.
[0077] During operation of the gaseous fuel internal
combustion engine 1, the first and second gas mixers
50, 60 mix air with gaseous fuel and provide the resulting
combustion mixture to the first and second compressors
34, 44. As mentioned above, the first and second gas
mixers 50, 60 may already impart some swirl into the
combustion mixture.
[0078] Subsequently, the combustion mixture is com-
pressed by the first and second compressors 34, 44, re-
spectively, and is further supplied via the first and second
coolers 13, 23 into the first and second intake manifolds
12, 22, respectively. The first and second throttle valves
17, 27 are configured to control the amount of the com-
bustion mixture entering the first and second intake man-
ifolds 12, 22, respectively.
[0079] The skilled person will recognize that the
amount of the combustion mixture at the inlet of the first
and second intake manifolds 12, 22 is greater than the
amount of the combustion mixture at the downstream
ends of the first and second intake manifolds 12, 22, as
the amount of the combustion mixture decreases by
gradually supplying a desired amount of the combustion
mixture to the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D. The
downstream ends of the first and second intake manifolds
12, 22 may be the ends in the vicinity of the most down-
stream cylinders 16D and 26D with respect to the first
and second intake manifolds 12, 22.
[0080] According to the continuity equitation Q = v · A
(whereas Q is the amount of the combustion mixture flow-
ing through a cross-sectional area A of the first or second
intake manifolds 12, 22, and v is the velocity of the flow
of the combustion mixture), it can be derived that the
velocity v decreases, when the amount Q decreases
(provided that the cross-sectional area A of the first and
second intake manifolds 12, 22 is constant).

[0081] As the combustion mixture amount Q at the first
position P1 is greater than the combustion mixture
amount Q at, for instance, the second position P2, it can
be further derived that the velocity v of the combustion
mixture flow at the position P1 is greater than the velocity
v of the combustion mixture flow at, for instance, the po-
sition P2.
[0082] With respect to the swirl of the combustion mix-
ture within the first and second intake manifolds 12, 22,
and for having uniformly combustion mixtures within each
of the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D, it is disclosed
to dispose exemplary disclosed flame arrestors 110A to
110D, 120A to 120D at the first and second branch pas-
sages 15A to 15D, 25A to 25D, wherein the flame arre-
stors 110A to 110D, 120A to 120D are provided with dif-
ferent flame arrestor elements 130, 140.
[0083] Particularly, the first element 130A of the flame
arrestor 110A of the cylinder 16A comprises flow chan-
nels 132A including a first angle α being smaller than the
first angle α of the flow channels 132B of the first flame
arrestor element 130B of the flame arrestor 110B of the
cylinder 16B. Further, the first angle α of the flow chan-
nels 132B of the first flame arrestor element 130B of the
flame arrestor 110B of the cylinder 16B is smaller than
the first angle α of the flow channels 132C of the first
flame arrestor element 130C of the flame arrestor 110C
of the cylinder 16C, which in turn is smaller than the angle
α of the first flame arrestor element 130D of the flame
arrestor 110D of the cylinder 16D. The same scaling ap-
plies to the first angles α of the first flame arrestor ele-
ments 130A to 130D of the flame arrestors 120A to 120D
of the cylinders 26A to 26D, respectively.
[0084] The same scaling with respect to the arrange-
ment of the flame arrestors 110A to 110D, 120A to 120D
may also apply to internal combustion engines compris-
ing less or more than four cylinders per cylinder bank.
[0085] For example, the flow channel 132A of the first
flame arrestor element 130A of the flame arrestor 110A
of the cylinder 16A may comprise a first angle α of 20°,
the flow channel 132B of the first flame arrestor element
130B of the flame arrestor 110B of the cylinder 16B may
comprise a first angle α of 25°, the flow channel 132C of
the first flame arrestor element 130C of the flame arrestor
110C of the cylinder 16C may comprise a first angle α of
30°, the flow channel 132D of the first flame arrestor el-
ement 130D of the flame arrestor 110D of the cylinder
16D may comprise a first angle α of 35°. A similar scaling
may apply to the flame arrestors 120A to 120D of the
cylinders 26A to 26D.
[0086] It should be noted that the sign of the first angle
α is dependent on the application and environment, in
which the disclosed flame arrestor 110A to 110D, 120A
to 120D is used. In particular, the sign of the first angle
α may depend on the third swirl. In the case that the third
swirl imparted by the shape and geometry of the branch
passages 15A to 15D, 25A to 25D is a left swirl, it may
be desired to use a flame arrestor 110 also generating a
left swirl. Similarly, in the case that the third swirl is a right
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swirl, it may be desired to use a flame arrestor 110 gen-
erating a right swirl. In such embodiments, the first and
second swirl may increase the third swirl, such that the
swirl within the cylinders 16A to 16D, 26A to 26D is overall
increased.
[0087] With such an arrangement of different flame ar-
restors having different inclinations of the flow channels,
it is possible to adjust the imparted swirl for each of the
cylinders as desired.
[0088] Although the preferred embodiments of this in-
vention have been described herein, improvements and
modifications may be incorporated without departing
from the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. An internal combustion engine (1) comprising:

an intake manifold (12, 22) defining a flow direc-
tion of a mixture of gaseous fuel and air;
at least one first cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to
26D) fluidly connected to the intake manifold
(12, 22) via a first branch passage (15A to 15D,
25A to 25D) at a first position (P1);
at least one second cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A
to 26D) fluidly connected to the intake manifold
(12, 22) via a second branch passage (15A to
15D, 25A to 25D) at a second position (P2), the
second position (P2) being downstream of the
first position (P1) with respect to the flow direc-
tion within the intake manifold (12, 22);
a first flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to
120D) arranged at the first branch passage (15A
to 15D, 25A to 25D) and configured to impart a
first swirl into the mixture of gaseous fuel and
air passing therethrough into the at least one
first cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D); and
a second flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A
to 120D) arranged at the second branch pas-
sage (15A to 15D, 25A to 25D) and configured
to impart a second swirl into the mixture of gas-
eous fuel and air passing therethrough into the
at least one second cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A
to 26D), the first swirl being smaller than the sec-
ond swirl.

2. The internal combustion engine (1) of claim 1, where-
in
the first flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D)
including a longitudinal axis (118) comprises a first
flame arrestor element (130) having flow channels
(132) arranged at a first angle (α) with respect to the
longitudinal axis (118) of the first flame arrestor
(110A to 110D, 120A to 120D), and
the second flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to
120D) including a longitudinal axis (118) comprises
a first flame arrestor element (130) having flow chan-

nels (132) arranged at a first angle (α) with respect
to the longitudinal axis (118) of the second flame
arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D), and
the first angle (α) of the flow channels (132) of the
first flame arrestor element (130) of the first flame
arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) is smaller
than the first angle (α) of the flow channels (132) of
the first flame arrestor element (130) of the second
flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D).

3. The internal combustion engine (1) of claim 2, where-
in
the first flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D)
further comprises a second flame arrestor element
(140) disposed upstream of the first flame arrestor
element (130) of the first flame arrestor (110A to
110D, 120A to 120D), the second flame arrestor el-
ement (140) of the first flame arrestor (110A to 110D,
120A to 120D) comprises flow channels (142) ar-
ranged at a second angle (β) with respect to the lon-
gitudinal axis (118) of the first flame arrestor (110A
to 110D, 120A to 120D), the second angle (β) of the
flow channels (142) of the second flame arrestor el-
ement (140) of the first flame arrestor (110A to 110D,
120A to 120D) having an opposite sign than the first
angle (α) of the flow channels (132) of the first flame
arrestor element (130) of the first flame arrestor
(110A to 110D, 120A to 120D), and
the second flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to
120D) further comprises a second flame arrestor el-
ement (140) disposed upstream of the first flame ar-
restor element (130) of the second flame arrestor
(110A to 110D, 120A to 120D), the second flame
arrestor element (140) of the second flame arrestor
(110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) comprises flow chan-
nels (142) arranged at a second angle (β) with re-
spect to the longitudinal axis (118) of the second
flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D), the
second angle (β) of the flow channels (142) of the
second flame arrestor element (140) of the second
flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) having
an opposite sign than the first angle (α) of the flow
channels (132) of the first flame arrestor element
(130) of the second flame arrestor (110A to 110D,
120A to 120D).

4. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of
claims 3 to 5, wherein the first angle (α) has the same
magnitude than the second angle (β).

5. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of
claims 2 to 4, wherein the first angle (α) has a mag-
nitude in the range from about 0° to 40°, preferably
from about 10° to 30°.

6. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of
claims 3 to 5, wherein the second angle (β) has a
magnitude in the range from about 0° to 40°, prefer-
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ably from about 10° to 30°.

7. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the first and second
branch passages (15A to 15D, 25A to 25D) are con-
figured to impart a third swirl into the mixture of gas-
eous fuel and air supplied to the cylinders (16A to
16D, 26A to 26D) downstream of the first and second
flame arrestors (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D).

8. The internal combustion engine (1) of claim 7, where-
in the first swirl and the second swirl have the same
swirl direction as the third swirl.

9. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of the
preceding claims, wherein
the first flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D)
is further configured to quench a flame originating
from the at least one first cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A
to 26D), and
the second flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to
120D) is further configured to quench a flame origi-
nating from the at least one second cylinder (16A to
16D, 26A to 26D).

10. The internal combustion engine (1) of any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the internal combustion
engine (1) is a V-type gaseous fuel internal combus-
tion engine comprising a first cylinder bank (10) and
a second cylinder bank (20).

11. A method for operating an internal combustion en-
gine (1) comprising at least one first cylinder (16A to
16D, 26A to 26D) fluidly connected to an intake man-
ifold (12, 22) via a first branch passage (15A to 15D,
25A to 25D) at a first position (P1), and at least one
second cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D) fluidly con-
nected to the intake manifold (12, 22) via a second
branch passage (15A to 15D, 25A to 25D) at a sec-
ond position (P2) being downstream of the first po-
sition (P1), the method comprising:

imparting a first swirl into a mixture of gaseous
fuel and air at the first position (P1);
supplying the mixture of gaseous fuel and air
including the first swirl into the at least one first
cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D);
imparting a second swirl into the mixture of gas-
eous fuel and air at the second position (P2); and
supplying the mixture of gaseous fuel and air
including the second swirl into the at least one
second cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D), the
first swirl being smaller than the second swirl.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising imparting
a third swirl into the mixture of gaseous fuel and air
after imparting the first swirl and second swirl, where-
in the first swirl and second swirl comprise the same

swirl direction as the third swirl.

13. The method of any one of claims 11 and 12, further
comprising quenching a flame originating from the
at least one first cylinder (16A to 16D, 26A to 26D)
at the first position (P1), and quenching a flame orig-
inating from the at least one second cylinder (16A to
16D, 26A to 26D) at the second position (P2).

14. The method of any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein
imparting the first swirl is achieved by a first flame
arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) disposed at
the first branch passage (15A to 15D, 25A to 25D),
and
imparting the second swirl is achieved by a second
flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) dis-
posed at the second branch passage (15A to 15D,
25A to 25D).

15. A flame arrestor (110A to 110D, 120A to 120D) com-
prising:

a housing (112) defining a main passage (114)
having a longitudinal axis (118);
a first flame arrestor element (130) disposed
within the housing (112) and having flow chan-
nels (132) arranged at a first angle (α) with re-
spect to the longitudinal axis (118); and
a second flame arrestor element (140) disposed
within the housing (112) in series with the first
flame arrestor element (130) and having flow
channels (142) arranged at a second angle (β)
with respect to the longitudinal axis (118),
wherein the housing (112) includes a first mark
(180) configured to indicate the first angle (α),
and
wherein the housing (112) further includes a
second mark (182) configured to indicate a
mounting direction of the flame arrestor (110A
to 110D, 120A to 120D) with respect to its use
in an internal combustion engine (1).
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